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The Earth spirit was called Gnome… Leon imagined that, but it looked like
the spirits had the same names of the spirits of games and books . At that
point in time, it was a waste of time to dwell on that . In any case, the Gnome
of that world was just like Efreet, and a fragment of the original Gnome, and
it also was a semi-transparent sphere, but its color was yellow .

Maybe it was because they lived similar lives and origins, but Gnome of that
planet was just a chill spirit like Efreet . He had no intention of becoming
Leon's pet, and he had no intention of leaving that planet either . That being
said, Gnome also agreed to give part of his powers to Leon and Darya .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Geomancy .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Stone Skin .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Summon Lesser Earth Spirit .
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Congratulations! The skill Earth Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



"Gnome of this world is stronger than Efreet… he granted us one more skill,"
Leon said . "I thought there wasn't much difference between Earth and Fire
Manipulation and between Pyromancy and Geomancy… but I was wrong . "

"Yes, it is much easier to control earth and fire now," Darya nodded . "The
elements obey us much faster . "

Leon and Darya will have an easier time learning simple spells from now
on… the problem was, they didn't have time to invest in learning those
simple spells since it wouldn't help them all that much . Besides, spells like
Summon Lesser Fire Spirit were like Haste, they consumed a lot of mana
every second . On the good side, they couldn't be attacked and could shoot
fireballs like a machine-gun . Not only that, but they were also like drones
that attacked everything that was considered an enemy .

For the first time, Leon noticed that he was also very greedy for power . He
was considering looking for spirits in other worlds, he was pretty sure those
would help in the long run . However, finding a world that had spirits was
like finding a gold mine… close to impossible . That was even truer
considering Leon's misfortune .
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"I guess our business is over," Darya declared . "What are we going to do

now?"



"We still need weapons to increase our Fire and Earth-based spells," Leon
answered . "We will look for the monsters that grant us that . After that…"

"Return to the island and level up our new skills," Darya added .

"What is a cookie? And don't treat me like a kid . " Darya hit Leon's hand
when he tried to pat her head .

Leon's plans were progressing well, maybe in a few months, he would have
enough power to surprise the harvesters . However, he was aware that he was
neglecting one possible scenario… the scene where the soldiers of that world
would try to stop him from capturing the harvesters .

"Considering what I know, most likely, my elemental spells will be
countered . If I keep leveling up Telekinesis and Spearmanship, I'm sure I

will be able to defeat them with brute strength… the problem is, will I
succeed in overpower a group of fifty soldiers or more?"

Leon needed a countermeasure for battles against a large number of enemies .
Something that could be used constantly and doesn't consume much mana
would be preferable . It couldn't be an elemental spell either… The problem

was, the only skills that didn't fit that criteria were Summon Zombie,
summon skeletons, and his physical skills .

"I need a new skill, one that can't be countered or even noticed… Ah…Mana

Bullet!"

Leon wondered why he didn't try to learn that before… it was probably

because he didn't have enough mana to keep training for longer periods of



time . It was also because he could only shot five bullets per second, but with
Multi-Conjuration, that problem was solved .

"Great, now that I have a clear plan of action, I just have to train for a while…
again . "

While Leon and Darya were flying back to the purple crystal, he tried to
create mana bullets . He still couldn't see them, but inside his Mana

Dominion, he could feel the shape of everything that had mana, so seeing
what he was creating wasn't a problem . Usually, Darya would practice with
Leon, but she was so tired that she left Leon under control of the earth
platform, and she was sleeping using his back as a support .

"I guess it is better than the solid earth . . . "

Leon left his zombie devourer near the purple crystal, and the creature did a
good job killing the others nearby . It was already close to death, but thanks
to it . Leon didn't have to wake up Darya to approach the purple crystal .

Soon Leon and Darya returned to Miebos, so he started to wonder if it wasn't
a bad idea to return to their base and look for the monsters to create magic
items later . They would have to train their new skills anyway, and it didn't
matter if Leon and Darya obtain the magic items now or a month later .

However, those thoughts disappeared from Leon's mind when he approached
the entrance of the dungeon . Thanks to Mana Dominion, he felt the presence
of hundreds of soldiers in that world . Leon had the means to defeat them, but
among that group, he felt the presence of someone extremely powerful . . . it
was finally time to meet Donan .



The Earth spirit was called Gnome… Leon imagined that, but it looked like
the spirits had the same names of the spirits of games and books . At that
point in time, it was a waste of time to dwell on that . In any case, the Gnome
of that world was just like Efreet, and a fragment of the original Gnome, and
it also was a semi-transparent sphere, but its color was yellow .

Maybe it was because they lived similar lives and origins, but Gnome of that
planet was just a chill spirit like Efreet . He had no intention of becoming
Leons pet, and he had no intention of leaving that planet either . That being
said, Gnome also agreed to give part of his powers to Leon and Darya .
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Gnome of this world is stronger than Efreet… he granted us one more skill,
Leon said . I thought there wasnt much difference between Earth and Fire
Manipulation and between Pyromancy and Geomancy… but I was wrong .

Yes, it is much easier to control earth and fire now, Darya nodded . The
elements obey us much faster .

Leon and Darya will have an easier time learning simple spells from now
on… the problem was, they didnt have time to invest in learning those simple
spells since it wouldnt help them all that much . Besides, spells like Summon
Lesser Fire Spirit were like Haste, they consumed a lot of mana every
second . On the good side, they couldnt be attacked and could shoot fireballs
like a machine-gun . Not only that, but they were also like drones that
attacked everything that was considered an enemy .



For the first time, Leon noticed that he was also very greedy for power . He
was considering looking for spirits in other worlds, he was pretty sure those
would help in the long run . However, finding a world that had spirits was
like finding a gold mine… close to impossible . That was even truer
considering Leons misfortune .

I guess our business is over, Darya declared . What are we going to do now?

We still need weapons to increase our Fire and Earth-based spells, Leon
answered . We will look for the monsters that grant us that . After that…

Return to the island and level up our new skills, Darya added .

What is a cookie? And dont treat me like a kid . Darya hit Leons hand when
he tried to pat her head .

Leons plans were progressing well, maybe in a few months, he would have
enough power to surprise the harvesters . However, he was aware that he was
neglecting one possible scenario… the scene where the soldiers of that world
would try to stop him from capturing the harvesters .

Considering what I know, most likely, my elemental spells will be
countered . If I keep leveling up Telekinesis and Spearmanship, Im sure I will

be able to defeat them with brute strength… the problem is, will I succeed in
overpower a group of fifty soldiers or more?

Leon needed a countermeasure for battles against a large number of enemies .
Something that could be used constantly and doesnt consume much mana
would be preferable . It couldnt be an elemental spell either… The problem



was, the only skills that didnt fit that criteria were Summon Zombie, summon
skeletons, and his physical skills .

I need a new skill, one that cant be countered or even noticed… Ah… Mana

Bullet!

Leon wondered why he didnt try to learn that before… it was probably
because he didnt have enough mana to keep training for longer periods of
time . It was also because he could only shot five bullets per second, but with
Multi-Conjuration, that problem was solved .

Great, now that I have a clear plan of action, I just have to train for a while…
again .

While Leon and Darya were flying back to the purple crystal, he tried to
create mana bullets . He still couldnt see them, but inside his Mana Dominion,
he could feel the shape of everything that had mana, so seeing what he was
creating wasnt a problem . Usually, Darya would practice with Leon, but she
was so tired that she left Leon under control of the earth platform, and she
was sleeping using his back as a support .

I guess it is better than the solid earth . . .

Leon left his zombie devourer near the purple crystal, and the creature did a
good job killing the others nearby . It was already close to death, but thanks
to it . Leon didnt have to wake up Darya to approach the purple crystal .

Soon Leon and Darya returned to Miebos, so he started to wonder if it wasnt
a bad idea to return to their base and look for the monsters to create magic



items later . They would have to train their new skills anyway, and it didnt
matter if Leon and Darya obtain the magic items now or a month later .

However, those thoughts disappeared from Leons mind when he approached

the entrance of the dungeon . Thanks to Mana Dominion, he felt the presence
of hundreds of soldiers in that world . Leon had the means to defeat them, but
among that group, he felt the presence of someone extremely powerful . . . it
was finally time to meet Donan .
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"Darya, wake up," Leon said . "We have some visitors . "

Darya frowned when she heard that, slowly she opened her eyes, but then
suddenly she started to tremble and sweat cold . Darya recognized the
presence of her grandfather nearby .

"Oh boy . . . it looks like you don't want to see him after such a long time . . .
" Leon frowned .

"W-what are we going to do?" Darya asked while she was trembling like a
leaf .

Leon sighed, it looked like Darya's personality returned to the point where
she was one year ago . . . Regardless, Leon messed up . He knew that the

shadowy figure or another undead Trent would tell what happened to Donan,



but he didn't expect that they have some means of communication . Perhaps,
Donan just happened to visit the shadowy figure in the last few days, and that
was why a trap was waiting for Leon and Darya outside the dungeon . . .

"… First, let's see what he wants to do . After that, we will decide," Leon
rubbed his chin . "If something happens, just escape as fast as possible
without looking behind . We will reunite on the island . It would also be a
good idea to escape using an underground path, we are far away from our

base, but thanks to Geomancy, we should be able to move quite fast through
underground routes . "

"A-are you sure?" Darya asked .

"Geez… why do you have to act like this just because your grandfather is

nearby?" Leon sighed . "Just remember, if something happens, run away as
fast as you can . Create some diversion and then escape through an
underground route . "

Darya nodded, even though that kind of incident wasn't within their
expectations, she just had to keep doing her best to avoid the worst possible
outcome . Things could have been different if they had created a checkpoint
inside the dungeon, but they didn't because that wasn't possible . For some
reason, before Leon or Darya could cast the spell, their mana would dissipate
inside the dungeon, and that only happened when they tried to use
Checkpoint .

Leon and Darya started to walk toward the entrance of the dungeon, and soon
they saw hundreds of soldiers around pointing their hands toward them . As
expected, if they wanted to kill Leon and Darya without asking anything,
Donan wouldn't be there .



Tybalt

Health: 100/100

Mana: 10000/10000

Stamina: 100/100

Active Skills: Pyromancy Lv 210, Mana Armor Lv 150

Passive Skills: Earth Resistance Lv 100, Wind Resistance Lv 100, Fire
Resistance Lv 100

Amiens

Health: 100/100

Mana: 11500/10000

Stamina: 100/100(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-1'); });

Active Skills: Cryomancy Lv 210, Mana Armor Lv 150

Passive Skills: Earth Resistance Lv 100, Wind Resistance Lv 100, Fire
Resistance Lv 100



Verges

Health: 100/100

Mana: 9500/10000

Stamina: 100/100

Active Skills: Geomancy Lv 200, Mana Armor Lv 150

After using Appraisal on a few soldiers, Leon confirmed a few things . Donan
wasn't a fool, and he brought a lot of soldiers who had Fire and Earth
Resistance at a high level . It was difficult to know if he knew that Leon's
most powerful skill was a combination of both elements, or it was just a
precaution since Leon and Darya went to the other world to receive the
blessings of Efreet and Gnome .

"Their status is rather… identical . It looks like they don't have all that much
freedom to use their status points where they want…"(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-3'); });

Donan (Shadow)

Health: 5000/5000

Mana: 5000/5000

Stamina: 5000/5000



Active Skills: ????, ????, ????, ????

Passive Skills: ????, ????, ????, ????

If that was the case to regular soldiers, the same rule didn't apply to Donan .
It looked like he also had the same skill that could counter Appraisal… it had
been granted by the shadowy figure, obviously . Leon tried to level up
Appraisal a lot to avoid that scenario, but it looked like it wasn't enough .

Regardless, Donan and Darya had many similarities . The same color of hair
and eyes, but his hair was very short . His physique was also very different
from the soldiers or most of the inhabitants of Miebos . He was a little taller
than Leon, and his muscles were big like Hector's… Although he also had a

mana crystal on his forehead, it was clear that he decided to become a magic
warrior or something like that .

"Hello, Darya . Hello, invader . " Donan showed a small smile .

"Hello… grandfa-" Darya said .

"Hello, another invader's dog . " Leon interrupted Darya while he smiled .

Donan trained his men well, despite hearing the enemy insulting their boss,
none of the soldiers reacted . Leon looked at them in their eyes, but he still
could see the reason in them, they hadn't been brainwashed, they were just
that obedient .

"Hahaha, what are you talking about… Invader?" Donan glared at Leon while
he was smiling .



"Playing dumb, huh . " Leon shrugged . "I guess that suits you…What do you

want, dog?

"… I want my granddaughter that you kidnapped . " Donan's eyebrows
twitched .

"I'm the one who has been kidnapped, you can call me Prince Peach," Leon
smirked . "Darya decided to work with me . I didn't force her to anything .
Unlike you… dog . "

Even from afar, Leon could feel Donan's mana boiling, he was about to
explode… although he wasn't a fool, he had a lot of pride . Donan couldn't
withstand being called a dog so many times… even though he truly was the
dog of that shadowy figure .

"Spare me of your lies, invader," Donan said, while he was having a hard time
controlling his urge to smash Leon . "Release her, and I will grant you a quick
death . "

"Wow, so generous…" Leon smirked . "Still, do you see some chains attached
to her limbs? If she wanted to, she would have already gone to your side…
dog . "

The next moment, Donan's body became a blur . Leon's taunts finally worked,
but even so… he wasn't sure if he would succeed in what he wanted to do…

Darya, wake up, Leon said . We have some visitors .



Darya frowned when she heard that, slowly she opened her eyes, but then
suddenly she started to tremble and sweat cold . Darya recognized the
presence of her grandfather nearby .

Oh boy . . . it looks like you dont want to see him after such a long time . . .
Leon frowned .

W-what are we going to do? Darya asked while she was trembling like a

leaf .

Leon sighed, it looked like Daryas personality returned to the point where she
was one year ago . . . Regardless, Leon messed up . He knew that the

shadowy figure or another undead Trent would tell what happened to Donan,
but he didnt expect that they have some means of communication . Perhaps,
Donan just happened to visit the shadowy figure in the last few days, and that
was why a trap was waiting for Leon and Darya outside the dungeon . . .

… First, lets see what he wants to do . After that, we will decide, Leon
rubbed his chin . If something happens, just escape as fast as possible without
looking behind . We will reunite on the island . It would also be a good idea
to escape using an underground path, we are far away from our base, but
thanks to Geomancy, we should be able to move quite fast through
underground routes .

A-are you sure? Darya asked .

Geez… why do you have to act like this just because your grandfather is
nearby? Leon sighed . Just remember, if something happens, run away as fast



as you can . Create some diversion and then escape through an underground
route .

Darya nodded, even though that kind of incident wasnt within their
expectations, she just had to keep doing her best to avoid the worst possible
outcome . Things could have been different if they had created a checkpoint
inside the dungeon, but they didnt because that wasnt possible . For some
reason, before Leon or Darya could cast the spell, their mana would dissipate
inside the dungeon, and that only happened when they tried to use
Checkpoint .

Leon and Darya started to walk toward the entrance of the dungeon, and soon
they saw hundreds of soldiers around pointing their hands toward them . As
expected, if they wanted to kill Leon and Darya without asking anything,
Donan wouldnt be there .
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After using Appraisal on a few soldiers, Leon confirmed a few things . Donan
wasnt a fool, and he brought a lot of soldiers who had Fire and Earth
Resistance at a high level . It was difficult to know if he knew that Leons

most powerful skill was a combination of both elements, or it was just a



precaution since Leon and Darya went to the other world to receive the
blessings of Efreet and Gnome .

Their status is rather… identical . It looks like they dont have all that much
freedom to use their status points where they want…

Donan (Shadow)

Health: 5000/5000

Mana: 5000/5000

Stamina: 5000/5000

Active Skills: ????, ????, ????, ????

Passive Skills: ????, ????, ????, ????

If that was the case to regular soldiers, the same rule didnt apply to Donan . It
looked like he also had the same skill that could counter Appraisal… it had
been granted by the shadowy figure, obviously . Leon tried to level up
Appraisal a lot to avoid that scenario, but it looked like it wasnt enough .

Regardless, Donan and Darya had many similarities . The same color of hair
and eyes, but his hair was very short . His physique was also very different
from the soldiers or most of the inhabitants of Miebos . He was a little taller
than Leon, and his muscles were big like Hectors… Although he also had a

mana crystal on his forehead, it was clear that he decided to become a magic
warrior or something like that .



Hello, Darya . Hello, invader . Donan showed a small smile .

Hello… grandfa- Darya said .

Hello, another invaders dog . Leon interrupted Darya while he smiled .

Donan trained his men well, despite hearing the enemy insulting their boss,
none of the soldiers reacted . Leon looked at them in their eyes, but he still
could see the reason in them, they hadnt been brainwashed, they were just
that obedient .

Hahaha, what are you talking about… Invader? Donan glared at Leon while

he was smiling .

Playing dumb, huh . Leon shrugged . I guess that suits you… What do you

want, dog?

… I want my granddaughter that you kidnapped . Donans eyebrows
twitched .

Im the one who has been kidnapped, you can call me Prince Peach, Leon
smirked . Darya decided to work with me . I didnt force her to anything .
Unlike you… dog .

Even from afar, Leon could feel Donans mana boiling, he was about to
explode… although he wasnt a fool, he had a lot of pride . Donan couldnt
withstand being called a dog so many times… even though he truly was the
dog of that shadowy figure .



Spare me of your lies, invader, Donan said, while he was having a hard time
controlling his urge to smash Leon . Release her, and I will grant you a quick
death .

Wow, so generous… Leon smirked . Still, do you see some chains attached to
her limbs? If she wanted to, she would have already gone to your side…
dog .

The next moment, Donans body became a blur . Leons taunts finally worked,
but even so… he wasnt sure if he would succeed in what he wanted to do…
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The very moment Leon saw Donan tensing his muscles, he used Gravity on
himself and on Darya to decrease their weights . After that, he used
Telekinesis to move his body backward while he also made Darya move to
her right side, where a few hundred meters ahead, she would find a
checkpoint .

Still, Leon focused too much on sending Darya to the exact location where
the checkpoint was, and due to that, he didn't move all that much in that
fraction of a second . The next moment, Donan punched his face, but Mana
Armor stopped it . Despite that, Leon was thrown backward much faster than
he could fly . His body hit numerous piles of rubble without losing speed,
even though those piles of debris were mostly made of distorted steel .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Armor has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .
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Congratulations! The skill Mana Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Leon didn't even understand what had happened or for how long he flew .
When he recovered his consciousness, he was feeling like crap . It had been a
while, but he felt the same way when he woke up on the island… that single

punch had been stronger than the railgun . Somehow, Leon didn't lose all his
mana blocking partially that attack . Maybe because it was because of the
improved mithril ring of the liches, but it didn't matter . His mana was
recovering with every second . However, before Leon could get up or heal
himself, something grabbed his neck, it was Donan .



"Mana Reinforcement and Rage…" Leon murmured while looking at Donan
in the eye .

"So, you noticed… I imagine you used that combination at least once," Donan
smiled . "However, there are a few more secrets behind my strength . "

" I know," Leon grabbed Donan's arms and started to use Mana-Eater while
smiling . "You received some presents from that shadow… dog . "

The very moment Leon said that several veins popped out in Donan's
forehead, he was truly furious, and he couldn't recall if Rage could change his
appearance that much . Aside from the veins, even his body turned red and
also emitted a reddish aura… That was bad . Mana Armor wasn't enough, so
Leon used Regeneration and Stone Skin, one of the new skills that he barely

had time to level up .

Congratulations! The skill Stone Skin has leveled up .
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Congratulations! The skill Geomancy has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Using Earth Manipulation added with the power of Geomancy, Leon created
several underground paths . He didn't have much mana . He just needed to
buy a few seconds . Besides, he didn't use any of those paths . Leon just hid
in a hole and destroyed any signs of his movements . Unfortunately, he had to
cancel Regeneration in order to use Mana Concealment . He was having a
hard time breathing and even holding back his moans of pain .

"Shit… to think that this bastard would be a magic warrior… did he fought

against a harvester using punches and kicks alone?"

For several seconds, the area around Leon trembled . But fortunately, there
was no sign of Donan getting close . He probably was destroying every
underground path Leon created, hoping to bury him alive… Still, that had
been a risky plan . If Donan had at least one tracking skill at a decent level, he
would have found Leon, since he didn't have time to practice that skill a lot .
In any case, before Leon could run out of air or mana, the tremors stopped .
However, Leon waited for a few seconds before he could use his mana to

create an underground path that could take him out of that area . Still, Leon
moved slowly and used small quantities of mana at a time . Only after he was
deeper underground, he felt safe to use Full-Recover and eat blue angel
leaves .

"… I hope Darya managed to escape . The soldiers didn't have Telekinesis…
but perhaps they had, and Appraisal didn't reveal since its level is still low . "



Leon was completely lost . However, he still could feel the mana of his
checkpoints . Using that alone, Leon managed to find his way back to his
base… Although he had to travel for one week and using an underground
path . However, much to his surprise, Darya wasn't there, and there were no
signs of her arrival .

"This is bad… this is truly bad…"

Despite that, Leon managed to calm down . Perhaps, Darya chose another
route, or maybe she was hidden because some soldiers managed to follow
her . She could fly at one hundred and fifty meters per second if she combines
Fly and Gravity, so there was no reason to worry . Besides, her checkpoints
could let her travel instantly between points thirty kilometers away from each
other… Leon just had to wait . Leon waited and waited… but after one month,
he finally understood that Donan captured her .

The very moment Leon saw Donan tensing his muscles, he used Gravity on
himself and on Darya to decrease their weights . After that, he used
Telekinesis to move his body backward while he also made Darya move to
her right side, where a few hundred meters ahead, she would find a
checkpoint .

Still, Leon focused too much on sending Darya to the exact location where
the checkpoint was, and due to that, he didnt move all that much in that
fraction of a second . The next moment, Donan punched his face, but Mana
Armor stopped it . Despite that, Leon was thrown backward much faster than
he could fly . His body hit numerous piles of rubble without losing speed,
even though those piles of debris were mostly made of distorted steel .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Armor has leveled up .
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Leon didnt even understand what had happened or for how long he flew .
When he recovered his consciousness, he was feeling like crap . It had been a
while, but he felt the same way when he woke up on the island… that single

punch had been stronger than the railgun . Somehow, Leon didnt lose all his
mana blocking partially that attack . Maybe because it was because of the
improved mithril ring of the liches, but it didnt matter . His mana was
recovering with every second . However, before Leon could get up or heal
himself, something grabbed his neck, it was Donan .

Mana Reinforcement and Rage… Leon murmured while looking at Donan in
the eye .

So, you noticed… I imagine you used that combination at least once, Donan
smiled . However, there are a few more secrets behind my strength .



I know, Leon grabbed Donans arms and started to use Mana-Eater while
smiling . You received some presents from that shadow… dog .

The very moment Leon said that several veins popped out in Donans forehead,
he was truly furious, and he couldnt recall if Rage could change his
appearance that much . Aside from the veins, even his body turned red and
also emitted a reddish aura… That was bad . Mana Armor wasnt enough, so
Leon used Regeneration and Stone Skin, one of the new skills that he barely

had time to level up .

Congratulations! The skill Stone Skin has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Stone Skin has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Stone Skin has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Stone Skin has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .



Congratulations! The skill Geomancy has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Geomancy has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Geomancy has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Geomancy has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Using Earth Manipulation added with the power of Geomancy, Leon created
several underground paths . He didnt have much mana . He just needed to buy
a few seconds . Besides, he didnt use any of those paths . Leon just hid in a
hole and destroyed any signs of his movements . Unfortunately, he had to
cancel Regeneration in order to use Mana Concealment . He was having a
hard time breathing and even holding back his moans of pain .

Shit… to think that this bastard would be a magic warrior… did he fought
against a harvester using punches and kicks alone?

For several seconds, the area around Leon trembled . But fortunately, there
was no sign of Donan getting close . He probably was destroying every



underground path Leon created, hoping to bury him alive… Still, that had
been a risky plan . If Donan had at least one tracking skill at a decent level, he
would have found Leon, since he didnt have time to practice that skill a lot .
In any case, before Leon could run out of air or mana, the tremors stopped .
However, Leon waited for a few seconds before he could use his mana to

create an underground path that could take him out of that area . Still, Leon
moved slowly and used small quantities of mana at a time . Only after he was
deeper underground, he felt safe to use Full-Recover and eat blue angel
leaves .

… I hope Darya managed to escape . The soldiers didnt have Telekinesis…
but perhaps they had, and Appraisal didnt reveal since its level is still low .

Leon was completely lost . However, he still could feel the mana of his
checkpoints . Using that alone, Leon managed to find his way back to his
base… Although he had to travel for one week and using an underground
path . However, much to his surprise, Darya wasnt there, and there were no
signs of her arrival .

This is bad… this is truly bad…

Despite that, Leon managed to calm down . Perhaps, Darya chose another
route, or maybe she was hidden because some soldiers managed to follow
her . She could fly at one hundred and fifty meters per second if she combines
Fly and Gravity, so there was no reason to worry . Besides, her checkpoints
could let her travel instantly between points thirty kilometers away from each
other… Leon just had to wait . Leon waited and waited… but after one month,
he finally understood that Donan captured her .

Chapter 284
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Congratulations! The skill Mana Bullet has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Bullet has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Bullet has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Bullet has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

"…"

Over the course of the last month, Leon learned and practiced Mana Bullet .
Since the skill didn't consume much mana, he managed to level it up until the
level seventy with the help of Multi-Conjuration . That skill only consumed a
single point of mana, but now it had the power to explode the small fry



monsters that always appeared when Leon killed krakens and the ancient
whales .
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"…"

Things changed a lot in the last month, thanks to the wounds he received from
Donan, and now due to the fact that he had no one to talk to, Leon felt like he
had indeed returned to that island . Now he had thousands of blue angel

leaves every day that he could use to train his skills just to himself . Still, if he
could, Leon would instead share those with someone . Leon and Darya
mostly talked about magic and what they could do to better their spells…
However, now and then, they talked about their homes and lives… She was a

friend to him, just like Hector, Gisela, and the others were .

"…"

Congratulations! The skill Rage has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Rage has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Rage has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

"…"
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It has been a long time since Leon leveled up Rage . It wasn't a coincidence,
but it leveled up whenever one of his friends was under the control of the
enemy . Rage didn't level up when Leon was trying to rescue Yuki, mostly
because Leon was more disappointed with himself since he failed in
protecting Makoto . As expected, Leon wasn't a hot-blooded person or
someone or someone who would take most things seriously . But when family
and friends were part of the equation, he couldn't keep his head cool .

"…"

In the last month, Leon didn't say a single word . He was pissed with himself
more than anything, but he couldn't complain, nor could he waste time
blaming himself for his bad choices . The only thing he could do was to keep
training in order to obtain the power to defeat the harvesters and kick Donan's
ass .

"…"



Leon still wanted to go back home as soon as possible and help his friends .
However, Darya was also his friend, and she was much closer than the
others . It was only obvious that his choice would be to rescue her first and
find a way home later . However, he knew that even if he defeats Donan,
things probably wouldn't be like before…

"…"

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Reinforcement has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Reinforcement has leveled up .
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You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Congratulations! The skill Martial Art has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Martial Art has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Martial Art has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Leon knew that fighting up close didn't suit him .Mostly because of his status

points, which were focused on intelligence, mana, and recovery . Still, he
decided to train Rage, Mana Reinforcement, and Martial Arts . Why?
Because he wouldn't be able to calm his rage unless he defeats the bastard in

his own game .

Leon had no interest in a bastard that treats his relatives like tools; that was
why he decided he wouldn't involve himself with him . However, instead of
apathy, Leon felt pure hatred toward Donan… Still, even though Leon wanted
to crush him with his bare hands, he couldn't . Leon wasn't strong enough .
Besides, Donan has more or less sixty years of training and experience
fighting with his fists alone . Leon was confident in a year or two . He could
find a way to kill the bastard using magic . But he didn't want that… he

wanted to break Donan's bones and destroy his flesh while feeling it with his
own hands… Leon truly couldn't think straight when family and friends were
part of the equation .

"… Here I go again trying to act like a one-man army again…" Leon sighed .



In fact, Leon knew that he already could invade the continent . It was very
simple how he could do that . He just had to create thousands of zombies .
Things would become even easier if he defeats the harvesters and turns them
into his slaves too . Sometimes, Leon was really considering that . But in the
end, he always cooled his head because he knew that Summon Zombie was a

spell that would cause his downfall and because nothing would change after
defeating Donan .

"I already failed, and nothing will change that… but when I succeed, I want to
attain victory without relying on external help . "

Leon already knew that the island changed him . Despite that, he was a bit too
serious about succeeding alone instead of relying on someone or something
else help . Although he considered himself as not a prideful guy, that kind of
stubbornness was the sign of someone very prideful…

"Pride, huh… I guess I'm prideful . "

Congratulations! You have recognized that you take pride in your powers
alone .

You have learned the skill: Lion's Pride .

You obtained 01 status points .

"…"



At that point in time, nothing would surprise Leon . To think that he would
obtain such a passive skill just by accepting that he had one of the seven
deadly sins… the assimilation was really something hard to understand .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Bullet has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Bullet has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Bullet has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Bullet has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

…

Over the course of the last month, Leon learned and practiced Mana Bullet .
Since the skill didnt consume much mana, he managed to level it up until the
level seventy with the help of Multi-Conjuration . That skill only consumed a



single point of mana, but now it had the power to explode the small fry

monsters that always appeared when Leon killed krakens and the ancient
whales .

…

Things changed a lot in the last month, thanks to the wounds he received from
Donan, and now due to the fact that he had no one to talk to, Leon felt like he
had indeed returned to that island . Now he had thousands of blue angel

leaves every day that he could use to train his skills just to himself . Still, if he
could, Leon would instead share those with someone . Leon and Darya
mostly talked about magic and what they could do to better their spells…
However, now and then, they talked about their homes and lives… She was a

friend to him, just like Hector, Gisela, and the others were .

…

Congratulations! The skill Rage has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Rage has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Rage has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



. . .

…

It has been a long time since Leon leveled up Rage . It wasnt a coincidence,
but it leveled up whenever one of his friends was under the control of the
enemy . Rage didnt level up when Leon was trying to rescue Yuki, mostly
because Leon was more disappointed with himself since he failed in
protecting Makoto . As expected, Leon wasnt a hot-blooded person or
someone or someone who would take most things seriously . But when family
and friends were part of the equation, he couldnt keep his head cool .

…

In the last month, Leon didnt say a single word . He was pissed with himself
more than anything, but he couldnt complain, nor could he waste time
blaming himself for his bad choices . The only thing he could do was to keep
training in order to obtain the power to defeat the harvesters and kick Donans
ass .

…

Leon still wanted to go back home as soon as possible and help his friends .
However, Darya was also his friend, and she was much closer than the
others . It was only obvious that his choice would be to rescue her first and
find a way home later . However, he knew that even if he defeats Donan,
things probably wouldnt be like before…

…



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Reinforcement has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Reinforcement has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Congratulations! The skill Martial Art has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Martial Art has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Martial Art has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .



Leon knew that fighting up close didnt suit him . Mostly because of his status

points, which were focused on intelligence, mana, and recovery . Still, he
decided to train Rage, Mana Reinforcement, and Martial Arts . Why?
Because he wouldnt be able to calm his rage unless he defeats the bastard in
his own game .

Leon had no interest in a bastard that treats his relatives like tools; that was
why he decided he wouldnt involve himself with him . However, instead of
apathy, Leon felt pure hatred toward Donan… Still, even though Leon wanted
to crush him with his bare hands, he couldnt . Leon wasnt strong enough .
Besides, Donan has more or less sixty years of training and experience
fighting with his fists alone . Leon was confident in a year or two . He could
find a way to kill the bastard using magic . But he didnt want that… he

wanted to break Donans bones and destroy his flesh while feeling it with his
own hands… Leon truly couldnt think straight when family and friends were
part of the equation .

… Here I go again trying to act like a one-man army again… Leon sighed .

In fact, Leon knew that he already could invade the continent . It was very
simple how he could do that . He just had to create thousands of zombies .
Things would become even easier if he defeats the harvesters and turns them
into his slaves too . Sometimes, Leon was really considering that . But in the
end, he always cooled his head because he knew that Summon Zombie was a

spell that would cause his downfall and because nothing would change after
defeating Donan .

I already failed, and nothing will change that… but when I succeed, I want to
attain victory without relying on external help .



Leon already knew that the island changed him . Despite that, he was a bit too
serious about succeeding alone instead of relying on someone or something
else help . Although he considered himself as not a prideful guy, that kind of
stubbornness was the sign of someone very prideful…

Pride, huh… I guess Im prideful .

Congratulations! You have recognized that you take pride in your powers
alone .

You have learned the skill: Lions Pride .

You obtained 01 status points .

…

At that point in time, nothing would surprise Leon . To think that he would
obtain such a passive skill just by accepting that he had one of the seven
deadly sins… the assimilation was really something hard to understand .
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Congratulations! The skill Lion's Pride has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Lion's Pride has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Lion's Pride has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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. . .

"What a weird skill…" Leon frowned .

The more Leon practiced his spells alone or the more he fought alone, the
faster Lion's Pride could level up . Not only that, but the skill was also a
double-edged sword… it increases his status by a percentage according to the

level . However, it increased when he was alone, but it would decrease if he
is in a group… It was a very depressing skill, despite its usefulness .

Regardless, Lion's Pride would multiply his status and grow stronger as long

as Leon keeps practicing, and just like most skills, it would become even
faster with the help of Haste .

"Based on health, mana, and stamina alone, Donan is at least three times
stronger than me . Considering the years he had to level up Mana



Reinforcement and Rage, he should be at least ten times stronger if he uses
those… and I still have to consider the skills and possibly items the god of
death granted him…"
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Leon could counter-attack and decrease the difference of power using those
same skills, but it wouldn't be enough . If he tries to learn new buffs, his
mana would be consumed much faster . Leon was also lacking in health,
stamina, and even on the mana department…

"Maybe things will work better if I defeat a harvester and use its spirit to

create a melee weapon after questioning him to obtain the information I
want…"

Although mithril was a malleable material, Leon couldn't make a glove using
it . If he wanted to destroy Donan's with his fists alone, he would need
bracers . Those would increase his endurance and strength… as long as he

seals the spirit of a harvester in it . It was a bit risky, but the rewards would be
phenomenal . So, Leon started to wonder about what was the correct order to
solve his problems .

"Hah… so many things happened that I even forgot to test the mithril spear I

created using the devourers . "

As it turns out, Leon could absorb mana from monsters . Each strike would
suck mana from his targets and restore his own mana . The problem was, he



had to hold the spear to receive the mana, and small monsters usually had
even less mana than the spear could absorb . So, it was inefficient… even

though he could immobilize then with a single scratch .
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"I could use it on that bastard… but no . He will taste my fists . "

Thanks to Mana Bullet, Leon leveled up Multi-Conjuration until level
fifty-five, and now he could create six Magma Spears . So, he could level up
that skill six times faster . The problem was mana . Even with his recovery,
Zen, and the blue angel leaves, Leon could only keep casting Magma Spears
for one hour . It wasn't nearly enough to speed up his growth .

"Even if I use a half-dead Kraken or ancient whale, it won't solve the
problem . Besides, it would be too much work to move them to the island…"

In the end, Leon could only use Mana-Eater on the undead Trent branches to
recover his mana . He could only hope that by doing so, he would obtain the
power to keep the harvesters at bay after defeating them .

"Yeah, that will do . Once I cut off their limbs, I will hold them off using the

mithril spear of the devourers . Since they are melee fighters, they probably
don't have many skills that recover their mana at a fearsome speed . "



Leon could decrease his enemies mana, but he wondered if he would ever be
capable of finding a solution to his own mana problems . Eighteen months
ago, he could only shot six Magma Spears, and then he would have to wait
for ten minutes to be able to shot another two . Now, he could shot one every
minute without even relying on recovery or mana potions, but then again… it

wasn't nearly enough .

Thousands of undead Trent branches were used in three days . Thanks to that,
Leon managed to level up Magma Spear, Earth Creation, Fire Creation,
Spearmanship, Fire Blessing, Pyromancy, Lion's Pride, and
Multi-Conjuration several times . He felt even like going to the liches'
dungeon again… but now, the soldiers were probably waiting for him, while
they also wait for the harvesters… it wasn't a good idea .

After thinking for a long time, Leon found three possible solutions for his
mana problems . He could learn how to absorb spells by looking for a spirit;
the chances of him finding one in that world were close to none . He also
could learn how to absorb the ambient mana, which he had no idea how to do

it, and the last one… he could try to emulate the barrier around the continent

that sucked the mana of the people inside of it, to maintain itself…

"… None of those are possible for me, for the time being, at least . " Leon
sighed .

Leon couldn't do any tests . His Magma Spears were powerful enough to
knock down a Kraken as of late if he uses Multi-Conjuration even
underwater… but it was hard to be sure if those would work against the
harvesters . If he tries and fails, Leon would have to face a very annoyed
harvester while the soldiers watch the battle .



Congratulations! The skill Lions Pride has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Lions Pride has leveled up .
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Congratulations! The skill Lions Pride has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

What a weird skill… Leon frowned .

The more Leon practiced his spells alone or the more he fought alone, the
faster Lions Pride could level up . Not only that, but the skill was also a
double-edged sword… it increases his status by a percentage according to the

level . However, it increased when he was alone, but it would decrease if he
is in a group… It was a very depressing skill, despite its usefulness .

Regardless, Lions Pride would multiply his status and grow stronger as long

as Leon keeps practicing, and just like most skills, it would become even
faster with the help of Haste .



Based on health, mana, and stamina alone, Donan is at least three times
stronger than me . Considering the years he had to level up Mana

Reinforcement and Rage, he should be at least ten times stronger if he uses
those… and I still have to consider the skills and possibly items the god of
death granted him…

Leon could counter-attack and decrease the difference of power using those
same skills, but it wouldnt be enough . If he tries to learn new buffs, his mana
would be consumed much faster . Leon was also lacking in health, stamina,
and even on the mana department…

Maybe things will work better if I defeat a harvester and use its spirit to create
a melee weapon after questioning him to obtain the information I want…

Although mithril was a malleable material, Leon couldnt make a glove using
it . If he wanted to destroy Donans with his fists alone, he would need
bracers . Those would increase his endurance and strength… as long as he

seals the spirit of a harvester in it . It was a bit risky, but the rewards would be
phenomenal . So, Leon started to wonder about what was the correct order to
solve his problems .

Hah… so many things happened that I even forgot to test the mithril spear I
created using the devourers .

As it turns out, Leon could absorb mana from monsters . Each strike would
suck mana from his targets and restore his own mana . The problem was, he
had to hold the spear to receive the mana, and small monsters usually had
even less mana than the spear could absorb . So, it was inefficient… even

though he could immobilize then with a single scratch .



I could use it on that bastard… but no . He will taste my fists .

Thanks to Mana Bullet, Leon leveled up Multi-Conjuration until level
fifty-five, and now he could create six Magma Spears . So, he could level up
that skill six times faster . The problem was mana . Even with his recovery,
Zen, and the blue angel leaves, Leon could only keep casting Magma Spears
for one hour . It wasnt nearly enough to speed up his growth .

Even if I use a half-dead Kraken or ancient whale, it wont solve the problem .
Besides, it would be too much work to move them to the island…

In the end, Leon could only use Mana-Eater on the undead Trent branches to
recover his mana . He could only hope that by doing so, he would obtain the
power to keep the harvesters at bay after defeating them .

Yeah, that will do . Once I cut off their limbs, I will hold them off using the

mithril spear of the devourers . Since they are melee fighters, they probably
dont have many skills that recover their mana at a fearsome speed .

Leon could decrease his enemies mana, but he wondered if he would ever be
capable of finding a solution to his own mana problems . Eighteen months
ago, he could only shot six Magma Spears, and then he would have to wait
for ten minutes to be able to shot another two . Now, he could shot one every
minute without even relying on recovery or mana potions, but then again… it

wasnt nearly enough .

Thousands of undead Trent branches were used in three days . Thanks to that,
Leon managed to level up Magma Spear, Earth Creation, Fire Creation,
Spearmanship, Fire Blessing, Pyromancy, Lions Pride, and



Multi-Conjuration several times . He felt even like going to the liches
dungeon again… but now, the soldiers were probably waiting for him, while
they also wait for the harvesters… it wasnt a good idea .

After thinking for a long time, Leon found three possible solutions for his
mana problems . He could learn how to absorb spells by looking for a spirit;
the chances of him finding one in that world were close to none . He also
could learn how to absorb the ambient mana, which he had no idea how to do

it, and the last one… he could try to emulate the barrier around the continent

that sucked the mana of the people inside of it, to maintain itself…

… None of those are possible for me, for the time being, at least . Leon
sighed .

Leon couldnt do any tests . His Magma Spears were powerful enough to

knock down a Kraken as of late if he uses Multi-Conjuration even
underwater… but it was hard to be sure if those would work against the
harvesters . If he tries and fails, Leon would have to face a very annoyed
harvester while the soldiers watch the battle .
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Three months passed since the last time Leon saw Darya, at least he didn't
receive any visitors in the meantime . He already had an idea what Donan
intended to do with Darya, but Leon still imagined he would torture her to
obtain information . The fact that no one bothered was a proof that probably



didn't happen… or if it did happen, she didn't open her mouth to talk about
it . But Leon didn't want to imagine his friend enduring torture .

For a few days, Leon thought of trying to discover a way to upgrade the blue
angel plants, but soon he gave up on the idea . Although there were many
differences in the world in different stages of assimilation, it looked like blue
angel plants didn't change or could be changed . Mana was the lifeline of the
people of that world, so they probably tried to find a way to improve their
plants… if they didn't succeed in seven decades, the chances of Leon
succeeding in months were low . Besides, he wasn't a botanist .

"I guess it is time… I can't keep doing this even for a minute more . "

When Leon was on the island, he was always about his family . He still hoped
for the best… hoping for the best; he chose the safest method for himself to
return home . But now, he couldn't afford to do that . His friend was in the
hands of the possible candidate of the worst relative ever, so Leon couldn't
keep training without trying to do anything . He already knew what would

happen if he succeeds; it wouldn't change anything . But Leon couldn't let
that bastard keep acting as he wants for much longer .

"I still don't have the power to defeat him with my fists alone, but…
whatever . "

That wasn't one of the problems of isolation, one time Leon wanted to do one
thing, and then half an hour later, he wanted to do something else . His head
was telling him that facing Donan now wasn't a good idea… so, Leon was
hoping that by succeeding in completing the first part of his plan, he would
suppress a little bit of that frustration . And the first part of the plan was to
capture one of the harvesters .



"I managed to pretend that I'm sane until now… but considering that the holy

sword is sealed and now I'm going to try to capture a creature that has been

fighting and strengthening themself for centuries with the help of
assimilation… it is clear that I'm insane . "

After putting three hundred thousand blue angel leaves inside the magic box,
which was the leaves he could harvest in three days, Leon started to fly using
the mithril helicopter . It would be a pain, if Leon needs, he would have to eat
them . He couldn't store anything larger than his arm inside the magic box,
after all . So, he couldn't put the containers he used to store the mana liquid .
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Congratulations! The skill Driver has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Driver has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Driver has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



The Driver's skill was leveling up pretty fast while Leon was flying around in
search of battles . Although those notifications were interesting, Leon was
more interested in the coast of the continent . Although the continent was
immense, Leon found one fortress made of steel every ten kilometers . Not
only that, but there were also some warehouses nearby those fortresses and
even sharp-looking immense weapons .
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"I guess several soldiers have to use Telekinesis to control those at a decent
speed…"

Although they were more durable and sharp, Leon's mithril spears were far
lighter . His steel spears were five meters long but weighted around thirty
kilograms . Meanwhile, he couldn't even imagine the weight of the spears
lying around the fortress since they were fifty meters long…

The helicopter could fly at almost one hundred meters per second, but it took
a few days before Leon could find the first harvester . Ten kilometers away
from it, Leon felt the temperature decreasing… it was a harvester that could

control water and ice apparently . Leon wanted to attack one of the two
harvesters that didn't have that kind of elemental power, but he still
approached to see what those things could do .

Leon arrived just on time to see the end of the battle, thanks to that . He only
saw the harvester slashing her sword toward the thousands of soldiers who
were trying to hold back her attacks that created dozens of Ice Spears and
failing . Leon saw some spears stopping mid-air and frowned, but then he



understood that was the effects of the barrier around the continent… it
blocked most of the projectiles, but not all of them… the barrier wasn't
indestructible, and Leon grinned thanks to that .

Health: 154 +

Mana: 5210 +

Stamina: 175 +
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Strength: 127 +

Dexterity: 88 +

Speed: 132 +

Intelligence: 1022 +

Endurance: 139 +

Control: 240 +

Mentality: 169 +



Luck: 42 +

Recovery: 920 +

Willpower: 134 +

Coins: 88874523

Status: 00

Skill List

Active Skills: Earth Creation Lv 115, Fire Creation Lv 106, Mana
Reinforcement Lv 80, Magma Spear Lv 135, Mana Eater Lv 95, Mana
Dominion Lv 89, War Cry Lv 42, Appraisal Lv 57, Haste Lv 130, Slow Lv

45, Pyromancy Lv 85, Summon Lesser Fire Spirit Lv 40, Geomancy Lv 70,
Stone Skin Lv 31, Summon Lesser Earth Spirit Lv 40, Mana Bullet Lv 70

Passive Skills: Pain Resistance Lv 40, Rage Lv 86, Fire Resistance Lv 150,
Craft Lv 86, Cook Lv 80, Martial Arts Lv 41, Spearmanship Lv 105,
Blacksmith Lv 84, Alchemy Lv 98, Earth Resistance Lv 150, Zen Lv 127,
Driver Lv 06, Mana Absorbtion Lv 150, Multi-Conjuration Lv 85, Fire
Blessing Lv 80, Earth Blessing Lv 75, Lion's Pride Lv 90,

Three months passed since the last time Leon saw Darya, at least he didnt
receive any visitors in the meantime . He already had an idea what Donan
intended to do with Darya, but Leon still imagined he would torture her to
obtain information . The fact that no one bothered was a proof that probably



didnt happen… or if it did happen, she didnt open her mouth to talk about it .
But Leon didnt want to imagine his friend enduring torture .

For a few days, Leon thought of trying to discover a way to upgrade the blue
angel plants, but soon he gave up on the idea . Although there were many
differences in the world in different stages of assimilation, it looked like blue
angel plants didnt change or could be changed . Mana was the lifeline of the

people of that world, so they probably tried to find a way to improve their
plants… if they didnt succeed in seven decades, the chances of Leon
succeeding in months were low . Besides, he wasnt a botanist .

I guess it is time… I cant keep doing this even for a minute more .

When Leon was on the island, he was always about his family . He still hoped
for the best… hoping for the best; he chose the safest method for himself to
return home . But now, he couldnt afford to do that . His friend was in the
hands of the possible candidate of the worst relative ever, so Leon couldnt
keep training without trying to do anything . He already knew what would

happen if he succeeds; it wouldnt change anything . But Leon couldnt let that
bastard keep acting as he wants for much longer .

I still dont have the power to defeat him with my fists alone, but… whatever .

That wasnt one of the problems of isolation, one time Leon wanted to do one
thing, and then half an hour later, he wanted to do something else . His head
was telling him that facing Donan now wasnt a good idea… so, Leon was
hoping that by succeeding in completing the first part of his plan, he would
suppress a little bit of that frustration . And the first part of the plan was to
capture one of the harvesters .



I managed to pretend that Im sane until now… but considering that the holy
sword is sealed and now Im going to try to capture a creature that has been
fighting and strengthening themself for centuries with the help of
assimilation… it is clear that Im insane .

After putting three hundred thousand blue angel leaves inside the magic box,
which was the leaves he could harvest in three days, Leon started to fly using
the mithril helicopter . It would be a pain, if Leon needs, he would have to eat
them . He couldnt store anything larger than his arm inside the magic box,
after all . So, he couldnt put the containers he used to store the mana liquid .

Congratulations! The skill Driver has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Driver has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Driver has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

The Drivers skill was leveling up pretty fast while Leon was flying around in
search of battles . Although those notifications were interesting, Leon was
more interested in the coast of the continent . Although the continent was
immense, Leon found one fortress made of steel every ten kilometers . Not
only that, but there were also some warehouses nearby those fortresses and
even sharp-looking immense weapons .



I guess several soldiers have to use Telekinesis to control those at a decent
speed…

Although they were more durable and sharp, Leons mithril spears were far
lighter . His steel spears were five meters long but weighted around thirty
kilograms . Meanwhile, he couldnt even imagine the weight of the spears
lying around the fortress since they were fifty meters long…

The helicopter could fly at almost one hundred meters per second, but it took
a few days before Leon could find the first harvester . Ten kilometers away
from it, Leon felt the temperature decreasing… it was a harvester that could

control water and ice apparently . Leon wanted to attack one of the two
harvesters that didnt have that kind of elemental power, but he still
approached to see what those things could do .

Leon arrived just on time to see the end of the battle, thanks to that . He only
saw the harvester slashing her sword toward the thousands of soldiers who
were trying to hold back her attacks that created dozens of Ice Spears and
failing . Leon saw some spears stopping mid-air and frowned, but then he
understood that was the effects of the barrier around the continent… it
blocked most of the projectiles, but not all of them… the barrier wasnt

indestructible, and Leon grinned thanks to that .

Health: 154 +

Mana: 5210 +

Stamina: 175 +

Strength: 127 +



Dexterity: 88 +

Speed: 132 +

Intelligence: 1022 +

Endurance: 139 +

Control: 240 +

Mentality: 169 +

Luck: 42 +

Recovery: 920 +

Willpower: 134 +

Coins: 88874523

Status: 00

Skill List

Active Skills: Earth Creation Lv 115, Fire Creation Lv 106, Mana
Reinforcement Lv 80, Magma Spear Lv 135, Mana Eater Lv 95, Mana
Dominion Lv 89, War Cry Lv 42, Appraisal Lv 57, Haste Lv 130, Slow Lv



45, Pyromancy Lv 85, Summon Lesser Fire Spirit Lv 40, Geomancy Lv 70,
Stone Skin Lv 31, Summon Lesser Earth Spirit Lv 40, Mana Bullet Lv 70

Passive Skills: Pain Resistance Lv 40, Rage Lv 86, Fire Resistance Lv 150,
Craft Lv 86, Cook Lv 80, Martial Arts Lv 41, Spearmanship Lv 105,
Blacksmith Lv 84, Alchemy Lv 98, Earth Resistance Lv 150, Zen Lv 127,
Driver Lv 06, Mana Absorbtion Lv 150, Multi-Conjuration Lv 85, Fire
Blessing Lv 80, Earth Blessing Lv 75, Lions Pride Lv 90,
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Chapter 287: 287

Although Leon wanted to observe more of the powers of the ice titan, he
couldn't mostly because the titan was a woman who was using a very
revealing outfit . It wasn't bikini armor, but it was weird seeing a woman
wearing that when everything around her was covered in ice . Not only that,
but she also had terrific curves… strangely, her short hair and eyes were light
blue . She was a sight for Leon's sore eyes…

"The hell am I looking at?" Leon shook his head . "She is a friend of one of
the guys I intend to interrogate and use as material to create a magic
weapon… I'm really insane… for a moment, I even forgot about my goal… I

couldn't even imagine what would happen if the holy sword weren't sealed…"

Genelosa (Water)

Health: 4952/25000



Mana: 221/10000

Stamina: 1111/20000

Active Skills: Water Transformation Lv 372, Water Creation Lv 341,
Frozen Aura Lv 299, Forest of Ice Lv 302
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Passive Skills: Ice Resistance Lv 344, Battle Aura Lv 355, Water

Absorption Lv 122, Ice Resistance Lv 283

Before the ice titan could leave, Leon remembered that he had to use
Appraisal . He had to approach a little, but it looked like she didn't notice…

"… Her statuses are way lower than I predicted . How can she fight against

thousands of soldiers with only that much power?"

The ice titan was way stronger than Leon, but it wasn't like he was staring at
a mountain he couldn't see the peak . Her primary skills were at a decent level,
but those didn't look god-like . Regardless, it was a good chance for Leon to
follow her . He recalled that the fire titan decreased its size after a long
battle… based on Genelosa's health, mana, and stamina, that was the perfect
moment to attack her .



"No… I should stick to the plan . The titans that don't have the blessings of
the spirits are easier targets… wait a minute, did she obtain the blessing of the
spirits? Why didn't I see that skill?"

It was weird if Genelosa had time to level up Frozen Aura and Forest of Ice .
If she obtained those from an ice spirit or water spirit, she probably would
have received a blessing from the same spirit, and its level would be even
higher than those skills . Appraisal always showed the level of the highest
skills of a target, not seeing that was way too suspicious .

"Speaking of which… I wonder when I will be able to see the strength and

intelligence of my opponents…"
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Ivolaer (Wind)

Health: 12425/30000

Mana: 5214/8500

Stamina: 9652/23000

Active Skills:Wind Transformation Lv 377,Wind Creation Lv 331, Electric
Aura Lv 291, Thunder Blade Lv 282



Passive Skills: Wind Resistance Lv 334, Swordmanship Lv 325, Wind

Absorption Lv 112, Thunder Resistance Lv 271
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Since Leon arrived in the middle of the battle, he noticed a few things . First,
that harvester could recover around three thousand points of health, mana,
and stamina every ten minutes . That was crazy, but that explained why they
could fight for days . However, Leon noticed that several lightning bolts fell
on his opponents… he should have used much more mana than he could
recover to use that spell so many times . Much more than his entire mana

pool…

"I guess even those guys have a few tricks up their sleeve… they aren't just
stupidly powerful and big… Again… no elemental blessings…"

Although the harvesters had more mana than Leon, their magic attacks
weren't that powerful . They focused more on the scope of the attack than on
the power itself… still, that couldn't explain why they were using more mana
than they actually have .

"… Maybe it is related to those Frozen and Electric Aura… perhaps that skill

changes the weather around them…"

That certainly looked like one of the skills someone would obtain from a
Spirit… Although Leon probably solved one question, another one just got
more confusing . Regardless, Leon watched the battle for a while, but nothing



really happened . Since the soldiers of Miebos had low health, they couldn't
focus on offense, they used most of their powers to protect themselves or to at
least slow down the harvester . After all, it was close to impossible to block a
lightning bolt .

Two days later, Leon found another titan, and this time he saw a harvester

that had no elemental attributes like the others, and fortunately, it looked like
that battle was close to an end .

Alurelle

Health: 6235/24500

Mana: 523/6800

Stamina: 3256/27500

Active Skills:, Aura Blade Lv 333, Pain Resistance Lv 303, Rage Lv 282

Passive Skills: Wind Resistance Lv 235, Two Sword Style Lv 399, Fire
Resistance Lv 225, Water Resistance Lv 255, Earth Resistance Lv 215

The harvester was a black-haired woman, her hair was concise, and like all
other harvesters, she had a great physique . However, soon she would be
forced to retreat, and it would be Leon's best chance to attack… Leon was

feeling a little bit conflicted, and he started to wonder if by feeling like that
because the opponent was a woman, or it was because he would attack by
surprise .



"Shit… Why it is so damn annoying to have a loud conscience…"

However, despite being conflicted, Leon made his choice and followed the
harvester when she retreated to the ocean .

Although Leon wanted to observe more of the powers of the ice titan, he
couldnt mostly because the titan was a woman who was using a very
revealing outfit . It wasnt bikini armor, but it was weird seeing a woman
wearing that when everything around her was covered in ice . Not only that,
but she also had terrific curves… strangely, her short hair and eyes were light
blue . She was a sight for Leons sore eyes…

The hell am I looking at? Leon shook his head . She is a friend of one of the
guys I intend to interrogate and use as material to create a magic weapon…
Im really insane… for a moment, I even forgot about my goal… I couldnt

even imagine what would happen if the holy sword werent sealed…

Genelosa (Water)

Health: 4952/25000

Mana: 221/10000

Stamina: 1111/20000

Active Skills: Water Transformation Lv 372, Water Creation Lv 341,
Frozen Aura Lv 299, Forest of Ice Lv 302



Passive Skills: Ice Resistance Lv 344, Battle Aura Lv 355, Water

Absorption Lv 122, Ice Resistance Lv 283

Before the ice titan could leave, Leon remembered that he had to use
Appraisal . He had to approach a little, but it looked like she didnt notice…

… Her statuses are way lower than I predicted . How can she fight against

thousands of soldiers with only that much power?

The ice titan was way stronger than Leon, but it wasnt like he was staring at
a mountain he couldnt see the peak . Her primary skills were at a decent level,
but those didnt look god-like . Regardless, it was a good chance for Leon to
follow her . He recalled that the fire titan decreased its size after a long
battle… based on Genelosas health, mana, and stamina, that was the perfect
moment to attack her .

No… I should stick to the plan . The titans that dont have the blessings of the
spirits are easier targets… wait a minute, did she obtain the blessing of the
spirits? Why didnt I see that skill?

It was weird if Genelosa had time to level up Frozen Aura and Forest of Ice .
If she obtained those from an ice spirit or water spirit, she probably would
have received a blessing from the same spirit, and its level would be even
higher than those skills . Appraisal always showed the level of the highest
skills of a target, not seeing that was way too suspicious .

Speaking of which… I wonder when I will be able to see the strength and
intelligence of my opponents…



Ivolaer (Wind)

Health: 12425/30000

Mana: 5214/8500

Stamina: 9652/23000

Active Skills:Wind Transformation Lv 377,Wind Creation Lv 331, Electric
Aura Lv 291, Thunder Blade Lv 282

Passive Skills: Wind Resistance Lv 334, Swordmanship Lv 325, Wind

Absorption Lv 112, Thunder Resistance Lv 271

Since Leon arrived in the middle of the battle, he noticed a few things . First,
that harvester could recover around three thousand points of health, mana,
and stamina every ten minutes . That was crazy, but that explained why they
could fight for days . However, Leon noticed that several lightning bolts fell
on his opponents… he should have used much more mana than he could
recover to use that spell so many times . Much more than his entire mana

pool…

I guess even those guys have a few tricks up their sleeve… they arent just
stupidly powerful and big… Again… no elemental blessings…

Although the harvesters had more mana than Leon, their magic attacks werent
that powerful . They focused more on the scope of the attack than on the
power itself… still, that couldnt explain why they were using more mana than
they actually have .



… Maybe it is related to those Frozen and Electric Aura… perhaps that skill
changes the weather around them…

That certainly looked like one of the skills someone would obtain from a
Spirit… Although Leon probably solved one question, another one just got
more confusing . Regardless, Leon watched the battle for a while, but nothing
really happened . Since the soldiers of Miebos had low health, they couldnt
focus on offense, they used most of their powers to protect themselves or to at
least slow down the harvester . After all, it was close to impossible to block a
lightning bolt .

Two days later, Leon found another titan, and this time he saw a harvester

that had no elemental attributes like the others, and fortunately, it looked like
that battle was close to an end .

Alurelle

Health: 6235/24500

Mana: 523/6800

Stamina: 3256/27500

Active Skills:, Aura Blade Lv 333, Pain Resistance Lv 303, Rage Lv 282

Passive Skills: Wind Resistance Lv 235, Two Sword Style Lv 399, Fire
Resistance Lv 225, Water Resistance Lv 255, Earth Resistance Lv 215



The harvester was a black-haired woman, her hair was concise, and like all
other harvesters, she had a great physique . However, soon she would be
forced to retreat, and it would be Leons best chance to attack… Leon was

feeling a little bit conflicted, and he started to wonder if by feeling like that
because the opponent was a woman, or it was because he would attack by
surprise .

Shit… Why it is so damn annoying to have a loud conscience…

However, despite being conflicted, Leon made his choice and followed the
harvester when she retreated to the ocean .

Novel Chapter 288
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Alurelle didn't drop her guard even ten minutes after the end of the battle . A
long time has passed since the last time the soldiers of Miebos followed her to
the ocean to ambush her on her weakened and tired state . But for a warrior
that fought for hundreds of years, one or two more hours of caution after a
battle were nothing .

"Ahhh… So tired…" Alurelle massaged her shoulders . "I'm tired of eating

krakens and whales… maybe I should revisit the crab's dungeon . "

Although Alurelle didn't drop her guard, she trusted on her eyes and her
experience a little bit too much . The fact that never a soldier of Miebos

managed to inflict a big wound on her aside from Donan played an essential
part in her fall . The fact that she was flying in a straight line also would make



her regret for the rest of her life… and he started to feel like that when she felt
a sharp pain coming from her knees .

"Wha-…" Alurelle muttered in shock when she the part of her legs under her
knees, falling to the ocean .

Once Alurelle recognized the origin of the pain, things only got worse . The
pain became almost unbearable, and thanks to it, her transformation was
undone, and then she returned to the size of an ordinary inhabitant of her
world, which was between 1,80 and 2,20 meters of height . Although she
was on the short side of her race, she was still taller than Leon .

Sponsored Content
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Regardless, the pain warmed her warrior's instincts . Instead of thinking of
running away, she looked for the bastard who attacked her by behind .
Alurelle found a single man, inside of a vehicle that resembled a little bit the
aircraft that she saw hundreds of years ago on her world . She also saw nine

red-ish spears flying toward her, but it was too late . Those also cut off her
arms . Fortunately or perhaps unfortunately, Alurelle wasn't bleeding, and
she noticed why… she got attacked by one heck of spears that were made of
a combination of earth and fire . The attack was so powerful that it
immediately cauterized her wounds . Despite having such high-level
resistances, she still got easily cut .

"What the…" Alurelle murmured in shock .



Along time has passed since Alurelle felt something like that… utterly
hopelessness . No…, only twenty years have passed . She felt like that when
she left her planet and arrived on Miebos… not even Donan made her feel
like that twenty years ago . Alurelle instincts told her to escape instead of
fight… and so she did . However, Alurelle felt an incredible force pulling her
toward that figure was .

"Gravity… Telekinesis, too?" Alurelle said, surprised while she was watching
the figure approaching .
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"You!" Alurelle shouted .

"Sorry…" Leon said and then made he made several mithril staves attack her .

Leon's mithril staves were two times bigger than Alurelle; despite that, she
took dozens of hits before she finally passed out . Regardless, that had been
much easier than Leon expected… he couldn't face an army of hundreds of
soldiers of Miebos, so it was clear that the harvesters were hiding some
tricks .

"Mmm… I guess I succeeded thanks to Multi-Conjuration, Pyromancy, and
Lion's pride… those basically increased the power of my Magma Spears at

least twenty times… although I can only use their full power two times
without running out of mana . "
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Regardless, Leon could think of those things later . First, he had to return to
his base and start to extract information from Alurelle . He succeeded in the
first part of his plans, but things would only get unpleasant from that moment

onward .

When Alurelle woke up, she was tied up on a steel chair . Since she could fly,
Leon made sure to tie the chair to the ground . To make things difficult for
her, Leon sharpened the parts of the chair that were in touch with her body .
If she tries to move too much, she would only hurt herself . Not only that, but
Leon also impaled his mithril spear of the devourers on her left side, and he
was currently using her own mana to keep a fireball above themselves… since
they were in a basement Leon created under his base . The place was deep,
but not large . If Alurelle tries to escape by becoming big, she would only get
stuck on the hole .

"Sorry about this, but I needed some countermeasures," Leon said .

"Ugh… kill me," Alurelle murmured barely being able to open her eyes .

From Alurelle perspective, everything was spinning . She was too dizzy since
Leon's spear was draining her mana and making her bleed… she wouldn't last
half an hour in that state .

"I will probably end up doing that, but first, I need to know how you guys

manage to travel between worlds," Leon said .



"Go to hell…" Alurelle said .

"Do you guys also have that kind of insult, or is this the will of the worlds
translating the insult in a manner I can understand?" Leon frowned . " . . . Do
you know how I'm able to drain your mana? It is thanks to this spear . It is a
magic weapon that I created using the spirit of a devourer… a monster of
another world that eats anything that has mana… This will be the first time I
will use the spirit of someone I can talk to as a catalyst to create a magic
weapon . I don't know if you will stay 'alive' inside my weapon, but I don't
think it will be fun nonetheless . If you okay with that, then it is fine . But you
must know that I will use the magic weapon I will create using your spirit to
interrogate your friends… unless you give me the answers, I want . "

Alurelle didnt drop her guard even ten minutes after the end of the battle . A
long time has passed since the last time the soldiers of Miebos followed her to
the ocean to ambush her on her weakened and tired state . But for a warrior
that fought for hundreds of years, one or two more hours of caution after a
battle were nothing .

Ahhh… So tired… Alurelle massaged her shoulders . Im tired of eating

krakens and whales… maybe I should revisit the crabs dungeon .

Although Alurelle didnt drop her guard, she trusted on her eyes and her
experience a little bit too much . The fact that never a soldier of Miebos

managed to inflict a big wound on her aside from Donan played an essential
part in her fall . The fact that she was flying in a straight line also would make
her regret for the rest of her life… and he started to feel like that when she felt
a sharp pain coming from her knees .

Wha-… Alurelle muttered in shock when she the part of her legs under her

knees, falling to the ocean .



Once Alurelle recognized the origin of the pain, things only got worse . The
pain became almost unbearable, and thanks to it, her transformation was
undone, and then she returned to the size of an ordinary inhabitant of her
world, which was between 1,80 and 2,20 meters of height . Although she
was on the short side of her race, she was still taller than Leon .

Regardless, the pain warmed her warriors instincts . Instead of thinking of
running away, she looked for the bastard who attacked her by behind .
Alurelle found a single man, inside of a vehicle that resembled a little bit the
aircraft that she saw hundreds of years ago on her world . She also saw nine

red-ish spears flying toward her, but it was too late . Those also cut off her
arms . Fortunately or perhaps unfortunately, Alurelle wasnt bleeding, and she
noticed why… she got attacked by one heck of spears that were made of a
combination of earth and fire . The attack was so powerful that it immediately
cauterized her wounds . Despite having such high-level resistances, she still
got easily cut .

What the… Alurelle murmured in shock .

Along time has passed since Alurelle felt something like that… utterly
hopelessness . No…, only twenty years have passed . She felt like that when
she left her planet and arrived on Miebos… not even Donan made her feel
like that twenty years ago . Alurelle instincts told her to escape instead of
fight… and so she did . However, Alurelle felt an incredible force pulling her
toward that figure was .

Gravity… Telekinesis, too? Alurelle said, surprised while she was watching
the figure approaching .

You! Alurelle shouted .



Sorry… Leon said and then made he made several mithril staves attack her .

Leons mithril staves were two times bigger than Alurelle; despite that, she
took dozens of hits before she finally passed out . Regardless, that had been
much easier than Leon expected… he couldnt face an army of hundreds of
soldiers of Miebos, so it was clear that the harvesters were hiding some
tricks .

Mmm… I guess I succeeded thanks to Multi-Conjuration, Pyromancy, and
Lions pride… those basically increased the power of my Magma Spears at
least twenty times… although I can only use their full power two times
without running out of mana .

Regardless, Leon could think of those things later . First, he had to return to
his base and start to extract information from Alurelle . He succeeded in the
first part of his plans, but things would only get unpleasant from that moment

onward .

When Alurelle woke up, she was tied up on a steel chair . Since she could fly,
Leon made sure to tie the chair to the ground . To make things difficult for
her, Leon sharpened the parts of the chair that were in touch with her body .
If she tries to move too much, she would only hurt herself . Not only that, but
Leon also impaled his mithril spear of the devourers on her left side, and he
was currently using her own mana to keep a fireball above themselves… since
they were in a basement Leon created under his base . The place was deep,
but not large . If Alurelle tries to escape by becoming big, she would only get
stuck on the hole .

Sorry about this, but I needed some countermeasures, Leon said .



Ugh… kill me, Alurelle murmured barely being able to open her eyes .

From Alurelle perspective, everything was spinning . She was too dizzy since
Leons spear was draining her mana and making her bleed… she wouldnt last
half an hour in that state .

I will probably end up doing that, but first, I need to know how you guys

manage to travel between worlds, Leon said .

Go to hell… Alurelle said .

Do you guys also have that kind of insult, or is this the will of the worlds
translating the insult in a manner I can understand? Leon frowned . . . . Do
you know how Im able to drain your mana? It is thanks to this spear . It is a
magic weapon that I created using the spirit of a devourer… a monster of
another world that eats anything that has mana… This will be the first time I
will use the spirit of someone I can talk to as a catalyst to create a magic
weapon . I dont know if you will stay alive inside my weapon, but I dont
think it will be fun nonetheless . If you okay with that, then it is fine . But you
must know that I will use the magic weapon I will create using your spirit to
interrogate your friends… unless you give me the answers, I want .
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Despite saying that kind of thing while smiling, Leon felt a terrible taste in his
mouth . Physical and psychological torture… he never imagined he would fall

so low . He fought against numerous monsters and humans, he didn't take



pleasure on that, but even though he killed a lot, he never retorted to torture…
causing pain to an already defeated foe was… unsettling .

Leon begun to feel even worse when Alurelle started to tremble and bite her
lips, it looked like Darya was right, the harvesters came from the same

world… or from at least the same solar system .

"It is your choice, this may end with you, or I will continue with your
friends…" Leon said . "In fact, I'm looking forward to creating magic

weapons using their spirits too . "

"… Why do you want to learn that?" Alurelle asked .

"Why do you care?" Leon frowned . "… Well, keeping that as a secret or
telling won't change anything… I want to return to my world, that is why . A
lizard bastard brought me to this place, hoping that I would die here…"
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"You are not from this world…" Alurelle said, surprised . " Even if I told you,
you wouldn't be able to return to your world . "

"Why?" Leon asked .



"A lot of mana is necessary to use that method, fair more than you or I have,"
Alurelle explained . "Besides, you would have to know the precise location of

the planet you want to go to . You don't know that, right?"

"Shit…" Leon bit his lips and clenched his fists .

"We had to collect mana from millions of monsters to have enough mana to

travel to the nearest planet that also had been assimilated," Alurelle said . "We

searched for other planets to divide ourselves, but there wasn't a single planet
that had been assimilated by the system in this part of the universe… Your
planet is probably on the other side of the universe . Even if you sacrifice
mana of a few planets, you wouldn't be able to return . "
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"I will return… that bastard summoned me with a single spell, and he didn't
look tired," Leon said . "You guys method is just crude, that is why you need
so much mana . Besides, you are from a race of warriors, so it doesn't
surprise me that you managed to learn such a low-level of teleportation…
Still, maybe by learning that, I can find a way to learn the real teleportation .
Tell me about the spell you guys used . "

"I don't know the details… What I do know is that to travel between my

world and this world, we had to create a bridge made of mana," Alurelle
explained . "You connect two places with enough mana, and you will be able
to Transfer to the second point . "



"Transfer, is that the name of the skill?" Leon asked . "It looks like it is an
improved version of Checkpoint . "

"I gave you the information you asked for," Alurelle glared at Leon with her
unfocused eyes . "Now promise me that you won't touch them . "
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"… We lost our planets because we weren't strong enough when the third
stage of assimilation started . " Alurelle bit her lips . "We lost them before we

could even react… without any other choice, we created a plan to flee to
another assimilated world, where we still could grow stronger… until one day,
we obtain the power to reclaim our worlds . "

"You guys have a decent goal… but you guys are killing the people of this

world and, at the same time leading them to their doom," Leon said . "So, I
guess you are not much different from the creatures that took over your
planets . "

"You are wrong! We are here only to challenge the dungeons and strengthen

ourselves!" Alurelle shouted . "Assholes like Ivolaer and Inglar kill the
soldiers of this world, but that is not the goal of our group . "

"Inglar? Who is that? The fire titan?" Leon frowned . "Either way, it looks
like despite having a common goal, your group isn't that cooperative .
Regardless, it doesn't mean anything to me if you kill the people of this world



or not… In any case, if your friends don't bother me, I promise I won't do
anything to them . "

After that, Alurelle lowered her head and prepared herself . The fate of those
who drop their guards on the battlefield was obvious . She was in another
world, where she was the enemy of the dominant of that world . Still… she

was attacked by surprise, so Alurelle accepter her death .

Noticing her resolution, Leon could only sigh . For the first time of his life,
Leon was afraid of himself, while his hand approached Alurelle to use Seal,
he noticed that he was trembling like a leaf . Those harvesters weren't his
enemies, but he was willing to use their lives just to achieve his goals faster…
he obtained the information he wanted, despite that, Leon was still willing to
treat those who weren't his enemies like tools… in a sense, he wasn't much
better than Donan .

"Tch…" Leon clicked his tongue in annoyance .

Leon grabbed a mithril staff and hit on Alurelle's head . He would probably
regret that later, but at the moment, Leon was unable to shut up his
conscience…

Alurelle woke up in the middle of a random island, and at that very moment,
she recalled every single part of the conversation she had with that strange
individual . In the end, he spared her, but for what? Alurelle didn't even have
her… her limbs were back, and all the wounds of her body disappeared .

"What the…" Alurelle murmured in shock .



Despite saying that kind of thing while smiling, Leon felt a terrible taste in his
mouth . Physical and psychological torture… he never imagined he would fall

so low . He fought against numerous monsters and humans, he didnt take
pleasure on that, but even though he killed a lot, he never retorted to torture…
causing pain to an already defeated foe was… unsettling .

Leon begun to feel even worse when Alurelle started to tremble and bite her
lips, it looked like Darya was right, the harvesters came from the same

world… or from at least the same solar system .

It is your choice, this may end with you, or I will continue with your
friends… Leon said . In fact, Im looking forward to creating magic weapons

using their spirits too .

… Why do you want to learn that? Alurelle asked .

Why do you care? Leon frowned . …Well, keeping that as a secret or telling
wont change anything… I want to return to my world, that is why . A lizard

bastard brought me to this place, hoping that I would die here…

You are not from this world… Alurelle said, surprised . Even if I told you,
you wouldnt be able to return to your world .

Why? Leon asked .

A lot of mana is necessary to use that method, fair more than you or I have,
Alurelle explained . Besides, you would have to know the precise location of

the planet you want to go to . You dont know that, right?



Shit… Leon bit his lips and clenched his fists .

We had to collect mana from millions of monsters to have enough mana to
travel to the nearest planet that also had been assimilated, Alurelle said . We

searched for other planets to divide ourselves, but there wasnt a single planet
that had been assimilated by the system in this part of the universe… Your
planet is probably on the other side of the universe . Even if you sacrifice
mana of a few planets, you wouldnt be able to return .

I will return… that bastard summoned me with a single spell, and he didnt
look tired, Leon said . You guys method is just crude, that is why you need so
much mana . Besides, you are from a race of warriors, so it doesnt surprise
me that you managed to learn such a low-level of teleportation… Still, maybe
by learning that, I can find a way to learn the real teleportation . Tell me
about the spell you guys used .

I dont know the details… What I do know is that to travel between my world
and this world, we had to create a bridge made of mana, Alurelle explained .
You connect two places with enough mana, and you will be able to Transfer
to the second point .

Transfer, is that the name of the skill? Leon asked . It looks like it is an
improved version of Checkpoint .

I gave you the information you asked for, Alurelle glared at Leon with her
unfocused eyes . Now promise me that you wont touch them .

…We lost our planets because we werent strong enough when the third stage
of assimilation started . Alurelle bit her lips . We lost them before we could

even react… without any other choice, we created a plan to flee to another



assimilated world, where we still could grow stronger… until one day, we
obtain the power to reclaim our worlds .

You guys have a decent goal… but you guys are killing the people of this
world and, at the same time leading them to their doom, Leon said . So, I
guess you are not much different from the creatures that took over your
planets .

You are wrong! We are here only to challenge the dungeons and strengthen

ourselves! Alurelle shouted . Assholes like Ivolaer and Inglar kill the soldiers
of this world, but that is not the goal of our group .

Inglar? Who is that? The fire titan? Leon frowned . Either way, it looks like
despite having a common goal, your group isnt that cooperative . Regardless,
it doesnt mean anything to me if you kill the people of this world or not… In
any case, if your friends dont bother me, I promise I wont do anything to
them .

After that, Alurelle lowered her head and prepared herself . The fate of those
who drop their guards on the battlefield was obvious . She was in another
world, where she was the enemy of the dominant of that world . Still… she

was attacked by surprise, so Alurelle accepter her death .

Noticing her resolution, Leon could only sigh . For the first time of his life,
Leon was afraid of himself, while his hand approached Alurelle to use Seal,
he noticed that he was trembling like a leaf . Those harvesters werent his
enemies, but he was willing to use their lives just to achieve his goals faster…
he obtained the information he wanted, despite that, Leon was still willing to
treat those who werent his enemies like tools… in a sense, he wasnt much
better than Donan .



Tch… Leon clicked his tongue in annoyance .

Leon grabbed a mithril staff and hit on Alurelles head . He would probably
regret that later, but at the moment, Leon was unable to shut up his
conscience…

Alurelle woke up in the middle of a random island, and at that very moment,
she recalled every single part of the conversation she had with that strange
individual . In the end, he spared her, but for what? Alurelle didnt even have

her… her limbs were back, and all the wounds of her body disappeared .

What the… Alurelle murmured in shock .
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"I'm an idiot . . . but an idiot with a clear conscience…" Leon murmured .

In the end, Leon had to move his base to another island . He didn't know if

Alurelle would be able to track that place or not, but it was better to be safe
than sorry . Although Leon could have obtained one hell of a magic item, he
was satisfied with the knowledge that he obtained . It took two weeks of
practice, but Leon finally learned one hell of a useful skill .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Transfer .

You obtained 01 status points .



Although it was a skill that was the upgraded version of Checkpoint, it was
relatively simple to learn it . Considering that Transfer and Checkpoint were
similar, Leon just had to apply the similarities of one to learn the other . After
drawing the runes of Checkpoint using his mana alone and in a place a few
meters away of himself, Leon obtained the power to cross distances almost
instantly . However, the cost was absurd, and Leon could only transfer
himself to places he could see .

"With this skill, I won't be able to return to Earth… but I will be able to give

a very unpleasant surprise to Donan…"

Although Transfer was handy, Leon wondered if the next stage of that skill
would be the real Teleportation . In his mind, Teleportation was something
much more straightforward than creating a circle full of runic symbols… it
was the power to cross massive distances with a single thought… but now
that Leon was thinking about it, that was a god-like ability .

In any case, Leon decided to level up Transfer for a while in order to make
the cost of mana more efficient . Although Leon defeated a harvester, he
didn't let that feeling fool him . He defeated a weakened one, and he attacked
Alurelle by surprise . The chances of her being able to dodge his full power
attacks weren't null; in fact, it was pretty high .

"I have no doubts that a direct hit will kill Donan… but he is probably even

faster than the harvesters . "

Leon could have asked how the harvesters could become so big and how they
didn't sink on the earth . He was also very interested in how they used many

more spells than they had mana . However, the chances of Alurelles
answering that were low because that would give Leon some insights into



how he could defeat them in a confrontation, and she looked the type who
would never do that .

"Hah… . . " Leon let out a long sigh . "I should have at least 'borrowed' her
swords…"

What was done was done . Besides, it was Leon's conscience that let him
sleep soundly at night… so it couldn't be helped that certain actions were
required of him .

"Alurelle said that they also use the dungeons of this planet… why?" Leon
rubbed his chin . "Considering their powers, they probably cause dungeon
breaks to make things more efficient… she said that they sacrificed millions
of monsters to connect two worlds… they have a way to use the monsters'
energy?"(function() { googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-1'); });

Congratulations! The skill Transfer has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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. . .

After practicing for one week, Leon leveled up Transfer to the point where he
could move to the extreme limits where his eyesight could show him . He
could increase the scope of his vision by flying, but that wasn't necessary .
Transfer didn't have a cooldown time, so he could immediately use it after its
use… as long as he has mana .

"Now, I just have to test if this skill works inside dungeons . "

Using the same underground path Leon created before, he headed toward the
goblins' dungeon . When Leon left the hole he used to escape, he saw the

destruction Dolan caused . His rampage left the entire area around the
dungeon clean… at least from the rubbles of the previous city . The poison
mist was already there, but the goblins' villages weren't .

"It looks like he got rid of them…"

Although the territory was free of goblins, Leon could see some guards flying
around, searching for the warriors who lived below their city… or perhaps

they were waiting for Leon . But that was unlikely . Four months have passed
since Leon was there, and those guys guards were seriously patrolling the
surroundings… even if they were diligent, after so much time, anyone was
bound to relax on their jobs . Those guards were definitely waiting for
something .

"I should wait and see for a while… their numbers aren't that impressive, but
even if I defeat them, Donan may prepare another trap for me while I'm on

the other world… I can't fall for the same trick twice . "



Fortunately, Leon didn't have to wait inside a hole for a long time . Soon, the
area started to tremble a little . When Leon left the hole, he saw some

warriors attacking the guards . Among them, Leon recognized Gurr,
Eadmund, and Anton .

"Why are they attacking the guards? Do they want to go to another world?"

That probably wasn't the case, Leon noticed that when the guards reunited in
an area to fight, opening the path toward the dungeon . Despite that, Gurr,
Eadmund, and Anton didn't even look at the dungeon . They were fighting
vigorously… they weren't saving energy to go to the dungeon .

"I guess they are just fighting like always… I can use that…"

Leon didn't feel indebted to either of those three and besides, they had the
advantage since they had the magic weapons Leon sold to them . Without a

care in the world, Leon used Transfer and appeared inside the dungeon
without letting anyone notice…

Im an idiot . . . but an idiot with a clear conscience… Leon murmured .

In the end, Leon had to move his base to another island . He didnt know if

Alurelle would be able to track that place or not, but it was better to be safe
than sorry . Although Leon could have obtained one hell of a magic item, he
was satisfied with the knowledge that he obtained . It took two weeks of
practice, but Leon finally learned one hell of a useful skill .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Transfer .



You obtained 01 status points .

Although it was a skill that was the upgraded version of Checkpoint, it was
relatively simple to learn it . Considering that Transfer and Checkpoint were
similar, Leon just had to apply the similarities of one to learn the other . After
drawing the runes of Checkpoint using his mana alone and in a place a few
meters away of himself, Leon obtained the power to cross distances almost
instantly . However, the cost was absurd, and Leon could only transfer
himself to places he could see .

With this skill, I wont be able to return to Earth… but I will be able to give a

very unpleasant surprise to Donan…

Although Transfer was handy, Leon wondered if the next stage of that skill
would be the real Teleportation . In his mind, Teleportation was something
much more straightforward than creating a circle full of runic symbols… it
was the power to cross massive distances with a single thought… but now
that Leon was thinking about it, that was a god-like ability .

In any case, Leon decided to level up Transfer for a while in order to make
the cost of mana more efficient . Although Leon defeated a harvester, he didnt
let that feeling fool him . He defeated a weakened one, and he attacked
Alurelle by surprise . The chances of her being able to dodge his full power
attacks werent null; in fact, it was pretty high .

I have no doubts that a direct hit will kill Donan… but he is probably even
faster than the harvesters .

Leon could have asked how the harvesters could become so big and how they
didnt sink on the earth . He was also very interested in how they used many



more spells than they had mana . However, the chances of Alurelles
answering that were low because that would give Leon some insights into
how he could defeat them in a confrontation, and she looked the type who
would never do that .

Hah… . . Leon let out a long sigh . I should have at least borrowed her
swords…

What was done was done . Besides, it was Leons conscience that let him
sleep soundly at night… so it couldnt be helped that certain actions were
required of him .

Alurelle said that they also use the dungeons of this planet… why? Leon

rubbed his chin . Considering their powers, they probably cause dungeon
breaks to make things more efficient… she said that they sacrificed millions
of monsters to connect two worlds… they have a way to use the monsters
energy?

Congratulations! The skill Transfer has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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. . .

After practicing for one week, Leon leveled up Transfer to the point where he
could move to the extreme limits where his eyesight could show him . He
could increase the scope of his vision by flying, but that wasnt necessary .
Transfer didnt have a cooldown time, so he could immediately use it after its
use… as long as he has mana .

Now, I just have to test if this skill works inside dungeons .

Using the same underground path Leon created before, he headed toward the
goblins dungeon . When Leon left the hole he used to escape, he saw the

destruction Dolan caused . His rampage left the entire area around the
dungeon clean… at least from the rubbles of the previous city . The poison
mist was already there, but the goblins villages werent .

It looks like he got rid of them…

Although the territory was free of goblins, Leon could see some guards flying
around, searching for the warriors who lived below their city… or perhaps

they were waiting for Leon . But that was unlikely . Four months have passed
since Leon was there, and those guys guards were seriously patrolling the
surroundings… even if they were diligent, after so much time, anyone was
bound to relax on their jobs . Those guards were definitely waiting for
something .

I should wait and see for a while… their numbers arent that impressive, but
even if I defeat them, Donan may prepare another trap for me while Im on the

other world… I cant fall for the same trick twice .



Fortunately, Leon didnt have to wait inside a hole for a long time . Soon, the
area started to tremble a little . When Leon left the hole, he saw some

warriors attacking the guards . Among them, Leon recognized Gurr,
Eadmund, and Anton .

Why are they attacking the guards? Do they want to go to another world?

That probably wasnt the case, Leon noticed that when the guards reunited in
an area to fight, opening the path toward the dungeon . Despite that, Gurr,
Eadmund, and Anton didnt even look at the dungeon . They were fighting
vigorously… they werent saving energy to go to the dungeon .

I guess they are just fighting like always… I can use that…

Leon didnt feel indebted to either of those three and besides, they had the
advantage since they had the magic weapons Leon sold to them . Without a

care in the world, Leon used Transfer and appeared inside the dungeon
without letting anyone notice…
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